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Introduction
The purpose of this report is to present the group’s research and findings of Ci Ern Ge based
on the group’s temple visit on 25 September 2017. The research was done through a face-to-face
interview with a volunteer of the temple with some inputs from Mr Lim Her Chang, Vice-Chairman
of Toa Payoh Central Merchants’ Association (TPCMA). This report will be covering on the
background and history of the temple, gods and deities worshipped, rituals, artefacts and other
miscellaneous information.

Background Information
Ci Ern Ge was founded in 1969 and has never moved from its original location at Block 177
Toa Payoh Central. The shrine was set up at the foot of a large tree by residents of Toa Payoh estate
who believed that the tree was housing a ‘tree god’. The reason for their belief was due to the mystery
of how the century old tree stayed rooted despite harsh weather conditions and several attempts to
remove the tree, thus making them believe that a tree god existed and it was refusing to budge.
Many legendary tales and myths have evolved from this mystery. One tale was that when the
Housing Development Board (HDB) ordered the tree to be removed for redevelopment of the estate
during the 1960s, the bulldozer tried very hard to remove the tree but to no avail. The bulldozer
eventually flipped and caused the death of the operator. Since then, nobody dared to remove the tree
and HDB decided to keep the tree as a form of respect for the speculated tree god.
The volunteer whom we interviewed had a different story. He claimed that the operator did
not die, and he even returned to pay respects to the tree god. The operator told the volunteer that the
tree could not be removed because there were huge rocks under the tree which caused the roots to be
firmly rooted. The roots were widely spread out to neighbouring blocks. While the bulldozer did not
result in his death, the operator broke a leg when he jumped down from the bulldozer. This incident
caused people to believe that the tree god was angered and punished the operator by breaking his leg.
In order to refrain from causing more unfortunate accidents, HDB accommodated the tree in its
redevelopment. After which, the residents of Toa Payoh donated money to fund the building of the
shrine in order to worship the tree god.
In September 2013, many news outlets reported about the falling of the tree due to a storm.
However, according to the volunteer, this was not true. First of all, it was the ‘children trees’
neighbouring the old tree that fell. Second, the trees fell on a scorching hot day. While the old tree did
not fall, it was too tall and caused a threat to the buildings surrounding it, thus HDB ordered for the
tree to be chopped off and it was regularly maintained at a safe height ever since. However, the tree
has started to decompose as the exposed trunk was not protected with oil after it was chopped, costing
the temple $3,000 a year to maintain the health of the tree.

Members
The temple does not have a membership or an organisation of its own. However, it is
managed by the TPCMA and its daily operations are run by four volunteers. The volunteer whom we
interviewed has been helping out at the temple for four years. The temple was originally taken care of
by a monk, and his son took over his job as a caretaker after the monk passed away. In 2013, after the
tree fell, the monk’s son decided to return to Malaysia and the TPCMA took over the management of
the temple.

Deities in Ci Ern Ge
There are three deity statues in the temple. Na Tuk Gong was the original primary god in the
temple. However, the caretaker of the temple decided to change it to the Goddess of Mercy (Guan
Yin). This was because there was an influx of Thai, Vietnamese and Chinese migrants in the Toa
Payoh area and most of them worshipped Guan Yin. Thus, by changing the primary god to Guan Yin,
the temple was able to cater to the spiritual needs of these migrants and to attract more devotees. The
statue of Guan Yin was originally wood in color. When the temple was under renovation, the
caretaker decided to order a new Guan Yin statue. The caretaker was unaware of the significance
behind the different colours of the Guan Yin statues. As a result, he made a mistake and ordered a
black Guan Yin figure which were more often worshipped by Indian devotees. Hence, the change in
Guan Yin statue resulted in an increase in the number of Indian devotees. The location of the previous
wood Guan Yin statue remains unknown.
Besides Guan Yin, there are also other secondary gods in the temple. One of them is Tua Pek
Gong. The deity Tua Pek Kong originated from Guangzhou and it was brought into Singapore and
Malaysia by the Hakkas. The word ‘Tua Pek Gong’ (大伯公) is a combination of the Malay language
and the Hakka dialect. The word ‘Tua’ originated from the word ‘datoh’ which means ‘spirit’ in
Malay while ‘Bo Gong’ refers to Tu Di Gong (土地公) in the Hakka dialect. Therefore, Tua Pek
Gong is also known as the Earth God.
Another secondary god in the temple is Na Tuk Gong. It was the former main god in Ci Ern
Ge and is also known as the Tree Spirit (树神). It is commonly seen as a guardian spirit that was
mainly found in Kampongs in the past. Na Tuk Kong reinforces the story of the tree spirit that the
temple is well known for. In the temple, the statue of Na Tuk Gong is appropriately placed in an area
that includes a section of the tree trunk. The tree trunk was incorporated into the temple and it was
made into a space for Na Tuk Gong. This underscores Na Tuk Gong’s status as a Tree Spirit.
The last secondary god in the temple is Tian Gong (天公). While there is no physical statue of
Tian Gong, the devotees will pray to it first before offering their prayer to other gods in the temple.
The devotees will look up to the sky and raise their joss sticks as a sign of respect to Tian Gong.

Rituals
The devotees will usually enter from the side entrance of the temple. They will proceed to
offer their prayers first to Tian Gong, then Guan Yin, Na Tuk Gong and lastly Tua Pek Gong. For
each deity, the devotees will have to offer three incense sticks.
There are various routine rituals that occur in the temple. One of the routine rituals is to light
up lotus lamps. There are two types of lotus lamps in the temple, those with inscriptions and those
without. The lotus lamps with inscriptions are used to pray for a specific person or a specific area of
life. On the other hand, the lotus lamps without inscriptions are lit up to pray for the safety and wellbeing of all the devotees. The volunteers in the temple would usually be the ones who write the
inscriptions. The devotees who are praying for their loved ones using these lotus lamps have to
personally go down to the temple every day for 7 days to light it up. This act signifies their sincerity
in their prayers.

Rites and Events
There are a few grand events that are celebrated in Ci Ern Ge. One of the grand events is the
celebration of Guan Yin’s birthday. According to the lunar calendar, Guan Yin’s birthday falls on the
19th day of the 2nd, 6th, 9th and 11th month. Only on the 19th of the 9th month, there will be an invitation
of a Taoist priest to pray for the protection and safety of the worshippers. In addition, there will also
be traditional offerings of longevity peach buns and noodles. The same Taoist priest is invited every
year to conduct the rituals and he does not come from a specific temple. On the other birthdates, only
a simple ritual conducted by the caretaker of the temple will be held.
Other than the celebration of Guan Yin’s birthday, the temple also holds a vegetarian feast on
th

the 15 of every lunar month. Although the feast is prepared for all devotees of the temple, most of
the attendees are the elderly who live nearby. The vegetarian feast is usually sponsored by charity
organizations or from the donations that the temple receives. Occasionally, when a devotee’s prayers
get answered by the deities, he/she will offer to pay for the vegetarian feast as a means to give thanks
to the deities.
The temple also makes an effort to celebrate the Chinese Lunar New Year. During this period,
they will invite a lion dance group to perform at the temple. This ushers in the New Year with
auspicious blessings. The Chinese Lunar New Year celebrations are more elaborate as compared to
the other events. It is evident that for other events, the temple tries to keep it a simple affair.

Some Artefacts in the Temple
Many people who come to the temple to pray will normally make a little donation before they
leave. Something unique about this temple would be the lack of a contribution plaque with names of
donors who have contributed greatly to the temple in monetary terms. This is to encourage the power
of the community rather than a single individual through anonymity. The donation box (添油箱) has a

sign that says “随喜功德” which means that any amount of donation is appreciated. There is often a
ritual that follows this action. Devotees would ring the bell after donating and then kneel before the
Guan Yin and bow three times. This is to inform the Guan Yin of their presence at the temple and it is
also a form of respect towards the Guan Yin.
The existing set of couplets in the temple are old and tattered, causing the words on the
couplets to be unreadable. The caretakers of the temple have already made an order for two new sets
of couplets to be made, one to be placed at the front pillars and another to be placed beside the Guan
Yin statue. The one placed right at the front pillars will read “慈海有缘救苦救难民敬仰，恩泽无量
积功积得众钦宗”. The most important aspect of this couplet is the fact that the starting words put
together is 慈恩 (Ci Ern), which reflects the name of the temple. The second couplet is “紫竹林中观
自在，白莲合上视如来”, which is about Guan Yin Goddess and the purple bamboo forest where
Guan Yin practices the religion.
There are also two pairs of lanterns (灯彩) in the temple. The lanterns are meant to bless the
devotees with more sons and more fortune (添丁发财).

Stone Wall
Right at front of the temple is a stone wall that extends across the width of the temple.
Unbeknownst to many, in spite of the humble appearance of the stone wall, it plays a major role in the
Feng Shui (风水) of the temple. Initially after the redevelopment of Toa Payoh Central in the 1960s,
the area around the shrine was found to be flooding despite flood prevention measures that were built
during redevelopment. A Feng Shui Master was invited to the shrine to help resolve the problem.
After the Feng Shui master looked at the surroundings of the temple, he noted that the tree spirit, Na
Tuk Kong was facing the back of the HDB flats where most of the toilets and kitchens are located. It
was a great disrespect for the Na Tuk Kong to be facing the toilets and kitchens which contain more
filth than any other parts of a house. This resulted in floods as the Na Tuk Kong was not happy for
being disrespected. Hence, the Feng Shui master advised the caretakers of the temple to erect a stone
wall in front of the temple to block out the filth from the toilets and kitchens. Immediately after the
stone

wall

was

erected,

the

flooding

stopped.

Another reason for erecting the stone wall is for it to act as the main entrance of the temple.
Many Chinese temples are entered from the side doors instead of the main entrance. This is yet
another form of respect for the gods and deities. As the main entrance is believed to be the door for
gods to move in and out of the temple premises, devotees should refrain from entering the temples
through the main entrance in order not to offend the gods. The stone wall at Ci Ern Ge plays the role
of a main entrance, preventing people from entering the shrine from the center. Devotees of Ci Ern
Ge, especially the ones who enter from the car park in front of the stone wall, have to enter from the
side instead.

Lease of the Temple
The lease of the temple is renewed yearly by HDB. Known for housing the legendary tree, Ci
Ern Ge is also a tourist attraction site. As the landmark belongs to HDB, the temple has to follow the
rules and regulations set by HDB, which include no burning of candles, joss papers and oil lamps.
This is due to safety issues as the temple is located near shophouses and residences with high human
traffic. While most temples would face the uncertainty of their survival due to the difficulty of
obtaining a lease, Ci Ern Ge’s survival is dependent on the survival of the tree. Since the tree has
started to decompose, it is unsure how long the temple will be able to survive.

Evaluation and Reflection
Ci Ern Ge is a very unique temple in Singapore with one of the oldest trees in Singapore. It
holds great cultural significance as it is one of the few Chinese temples in Singapore that has no
mother temple in China and is purely based in Singapore. This made the group realise that not all
temples originate from mother temples in China, but they can exist anywhere as long as there are
devotees and deities. Apart from being a place of worship, the rich history and cultural significance of
the old tree makes Ci Ern Ge a cultural heritage site. While the government and caretakers are doing
their part to preserve the temple, the survival of the temple ultimately depends on the presence of
devotees. Overall, it was a very fruitful trip and it allowed us to view Singapore in a different way.
Singapore’s landscape does not only consist magnificent skyscrapers. There is also a rich and diverse
heritage that the young generation tend to overlook.
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